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Abstract: This study compares the effect of the addition of two types of lubricants on the dry sliding
behavior of a simplified Cu-free phenolic resin-based composite material. The lubricants were
commercial graphite and exfoliated graphitic carbon nitride (codenamed: TEX6). The graphite
particles were rounded and of ‘flaky’ character. The TEX6 particles were not only flaky, but also
irregular in shape, and ‘fluffy’. Both lubricants were added individually in the basic formulation
and subjected to dry sliding tests on pin-on-disc testing equipment in mild conditions and against
a grey cast-iron counterface. The tests with TEX6 observed a stable steady state in the friction
coefficient (CoF) with lower scatter and lower average friction coefficient and pin wear magnitude
when compared to samples containing graphite. Additionally, the worn surfaces of the TEX6-
containing samples had extremely smooth, compact, and continuous secondary plateau coverage
when compared to the graphite-containing samples. The counterface paired with the TEX6-containing
samples observed much lower abrasive action compared to the graphite-containing samples. Through
the wear testing and further evaluation of the secondary plateaus, the possible addition of TEX6 as
a lubricant in friction material composition was explained, making it a promising component for
automotive braking applications.

Keywords: graphitic carbon nitride; graphite; lubricant; wear; friction; low-metallic friction materials

1. Introduction

The current commercially available friction materials for automotive braking applica-
tions can be roughly divided into low-metallic (LM), semi-metallic (SM), and non-asbestos
organic (NAO) materials. These complex friction materials essentially constitute four types
of ingredients: binders, friction modifiers, fillers, and reinforcements [1–8].

Low-metallic friction materials are known to be reinforced with significantly low
metallic content (less than 30%), such as steel fibers or powders, brass powders, and
copper fibers or powders [9–11]. Of course, the utilization of Cu has been restricted due
to its adverse effects on the environment [2,12]. Reinforcements such as steel fibers are
known to impart strength, wear resistance, and thermal diffusivity [13]. Additionally,
steel fibers are known to act as primary plateaus, assisting in the formation of uniform
and compact secondary plateaus, and improving the tribological behavior of the friction
material [2,14,15]. Fillers such as barite (BaSO4) and calcite (CaCO3) have been found to
reduce the wear rate and particulate emissions, and play a pivotal role in the formation of
a stable friction layer in a wear system [12]. Furthermore, Aranganathan et al. [16] have
demonstrated that the addition of aramid fibers in the friction materials promotes resistance
to wear and friction stabilization [14].
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The friction modifiers can be divided into abrasives and lubricants. Abrasives are
added to the mix to provide frictional stability and to remove the pyrolyzed film formed
on the surface of the counterface. Some of the widely used abrasives are zirconia, alumina,
silicon carbide, silica, quartz, and zirconium silicate [17]. Boz et al. [13] have stated that the
addition of alumina helped stabilize the friction traces. Tomášek et al. [18] demonstrated
that the alumina addition elevated the friction coefficient magnitude and removed the
negative wear rate in non-metallic friction materials.

The second type of friction modifier are lubricants, which protect the mating interfaces
from excessive wear and reduce friction [17]. Amongst the variously known lubricants,
metal sulfides and graphite are extensively employed in automotive friction materials.
Metal sulfides (such as SnS2, Cu2S, Sb2S3, WS2, MoS2, Bi2S3) are especially known for their
ability to control friction and wear. This is due to their lamellar structure, which assists in
the formation of a robust friction/transfer layer on the mating surfaces with strong adhe-
sion [19–22]. The metal sulfides can either be used individually or can be added in a mix in
the composition [23]. Graphite is primarily known for its good lubrication characteristics,
high thermal conductivity, reduction in excessive wear of contact surfaces by contributing
towards the formation of the friction/tribo-layer, high damping, and superior seizure
resistance [6,24]. Ertan et al. [25] have stated that the presence of graphite contributes to the
frictional stability of a system and sustains the required friction coefficient magnitude at
high-temperature testing conditions [17,26,27]. Cho et al. [17] have stated that the addition
of graphite helps in improving fade resistance. Österle et al. [24] in their extensive review
on different lubricants stated that the friction regime in composites with high graphite
content was brought down from ‘high’ to ‘low’. Zhang et al. [28] demonstrated that with
the addition of graphite, a lubricating layer is deposited in the pits/grooves on the worn
mating surfaces, which assists in the collection and compaction of wear debris. This leads
to a decrease in the contact area between the surfaces, effectively resulting in stable friction
and lower wear characteristics at different sliding speeds, temperature, and loading condi-
tions. Cheng et al. [29] have stated that the lamellar structure and weak bonding between
the atomic layers in graphite assists the shear between the adjacent layers, which helps the
effective lubrication and reduction in the wear system.

Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) consists of a graphite-like layered structure and is
only made of C, N, and a small quantity of H. Under ambient conditions, g-C3N4 is consid-
ered to be the most stable allotrope of carbon nitride and is well-known for its desirable
electronic structure, which positively influences materials to work in various environmental
and energy fields, and towards hydrothermal and thermal stability [30–34]. Wu et al. [31]
have stated that the presence of g-C3N4 helps to improve the wear resistance of a system.
Duan et al. [30], Wu et al. [32], and Zhu et al. [33] have stated that at elevated temperatures
and extreme working conditions, the presence of g-C3N4 helps in the formation of a smooth,
compact, and continuous transfer layer, which helps with friction coefficient stabilization
and leads to a drastic decrease in wear rate. However, in a previous investigation [under
review], the bulk g-C3N4 was observed to behave in the same way as an abrasive, when
added in a commercial friction material composition.

Keeping this in mind, the present study focuses on the comparison of friction-wear
characteristics of a low-metallic friction material when commercial graphite and an exfoli-
ated g-C3N4 prepared using a tuned thermal exfoliation process are added separately in
the simplified Cu-free phenolic resin-based friction mixture in the form of lubricants. The
exfoliated g-C3N4 was produced through a special, dedicated procedure to obtain a final
product which would exclusively behave as a lubricant. The prepared friction materials
in the form of pins were paired with a pearlitic grey cast-iron counterface, a staple for
wear tests concerning automotive friction materials. The wear tests were conducted on
pin-on-disc testing equipment to obtain the friction coefficient and pin wear traces and
magnitude. The worn surfaces of pins and discs and the pin cross sections were charac-
terized using SEM/EDS. The surface roughness was obtained by the evaluation of the 3D
surface topography images from laser scanning confocal microscopy. With these analyses,
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a thorough evaluation of the feasibility of utilizing exfoliated g-C3N4 as a lubricant was
conducted, when compared to graphite as a reference lubricant.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

In this study, two types of low-metallic friction materials were produced in the form
of pins. The constituents of these pins remained the same except for the type of lubricant
used. Figure 1 shows the morphology of the constituents of both pins. The first type
was prepared with commercial graphite as lubricant, and the second pin with exfoliated
graphitic carbon nitride (codenamed as ‘TEX6’) as lubricant. Table 1 shows the constituents
of the two friction materials with the corresponding composition of the constituents.
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Table 1. Constituents and corresponding composition of the two pins (in wt.%). BC stands for
‘basic composition’.

Specimen Code Name Phenolic Binder Barite and Calcite Steel Wool Aramid Fibers Alumina Graphite TEX6

BC+Graphite 8 20 22 5 30 15 –
BC+TEX6 8 20 22 5 30 – 15

The TEX6 material was prepared by the thermal exfoliation of bulk g-C3N4 tuned with
the aim of shortening the exfoliation process. In the first step, the bulk g-C3N4 was prepared
by the thermal polymerization of melamine in a muffle furnace. The melamine powder
(from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was placed in a semi-closed ceramic crucible
and heated for 4 h in a muffle furnace at 550 ◦C. The originated compact yellow product
(bulk g-C3N4) was manually crushed using agate pestle and mortar. The specific surface
area of bulk g-C3N4 was 8 m2/g. In the second step, the finely crushed bulk g-C3N4 was
spread in a thin layer on the bottom of the laboratory ceramic dish, then heated for 1 h at
600 ◦C in a preheated muffle furnace and immediately taken out of the furnace and cooled
down at laboratory temperature. The resulting very fine powder of exfoliated g-C3N4 with
a specific surface area of 160 m2/g was labeled as TEX6 and used in the formulation of the
friction composites.
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The pins were produced through a standardized procedure. All the powders from
Table 1, apart from the steel wool, were carefully weighed and mixed in a TURBULA®

mixer (Muttenz, Switzerland) for 20 min. After this initial mixing, the steel wool was then
added and the whole mixture was again mixed for an additional 10 min. The steel wool
was added in the second step of mixing, as steel wool observes knotting and agglomeration
if it is mixed for a longer period. Pins were produced from these homogeneously mixed
powders through a hot-pressing procedure. The required quantity of powders was tap-
pressed into a cylindrical mold of a hot-pressing apparatus (BUEHLER® hot mounting
press, Lake Bluff, IL, USA), at a temperature of 150 ◦C, pressure of 100 MPa, and for 10 min.
This procedure was followed by the post-curing process of specimens in a muffle furnace
at 200 ◦C for 4 h. After the completion of these processes, pins with an average diameter of
10 mm and a height of 8 mm were produced. The specimens with graphite and TEX6 had
an average density of 2.75 and 2.50 g/cm3, respectively.

2.2. Testing Conditions and Methods

The pins were subjected to dry sliding tests on pin-on-disc (PoD) testing equipment
(Ducom Instruments, Bengaluru, India) paired with pearlitic grey cast-iron counterface
discs (diameter: 60 mm; thickness: 6 mm). Before the beginning of all tests, the discs
were subjected to polishing using SiC 180-grit abrasive paper, followed by cleaning with
acetone to remove any dirt, grit, and impurities. A new disc was always used for each
trial. The tests were conducted at a constant loading condition of 1 MPa (79 N), sliding
velocity of 1.51 m/s (600 rpm, for a track diameter of 48 mm), and at ambient/room
temperature conditions (25–27 ◦C, temperature of the laboratory). The testing parameters
were selected to replicate mild braking conditions [2,12,35]. The relative humidity of
the laboratory was not controlled but regularly monitored and recorded, which typically
ranged between 40–45%. To ensure the relative stability of the working conditions, all
the trials were conducted within 5 days. Three individual tests with a new set of pin and
disc were performed for both graphite and TEX6 containing friction composites to obtain
repeatability in the results.

To achieve full conformity of the contact surfaces of pins and discs, a bedding stage
was conducted at the testing parameters for 30 min. The subsequent tests were conducted
for a continuous 180 min duration to establish the conditions for the proper formation of
the friction layer.

The instant values of friction coefficient during the PoD tests were directly obtained
from the software linked to the PoD equipment. The pin wear was obtained by weighing
the pins before and after each test using an analytical balance with a precision of 10−4 g.
The specific wear coefficient of the pin (Ka) was calculated using the equation:

Ka =
V

(F × d)

where V is wear volume loss; F is load applied; d is sliding distance (~8145 m).

2.3. Characterization of the Materials and Worn Surfaces

The properties and characteristics of graphite and TEX6 particles, worn top surfaces
of the pins and discs, and the cross sections of the pins were characterized using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM; JEOL IT300, Tokyo, Japan), equipped with Energy Dispersive
X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS; Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) system. In the case of the pins,
the maps of selected elements were obtained to understand and analyze the distribution
of alloying elements. A total of six measurements were taken to obtain consistency in the
analysis of the friction layer present on the pins and disc surfaces. The surface roughness of
the pins after the friction tests was characterized using laser scanning confocal microscope
LEXT OLS3100 (LSCM; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Selected regions of the friction layers of
the pin specimens were also subjected to microhardness measurements, using a Vickers
indenter (Future-Tech FM-310, Kawasaki, Japan), at a load of 50 g at ten different positions.
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3. Results
3.1. Materials

Figure 2 represents the high-magnification images of both graphite and TEX6 lubri-
cants tested in this study. Figure 2a,b shows the morphology of the graphite powder,
which is spherical and ‘flaky’ in nature. Figure 2c,d represents the morphology of the TEX6
particles. In this Figure, the particles are observed to have an irregular shape and a ‘fluffy’
character. Additionally, as with the graphite particles, the TEX6 observes the presence of
flakes as a characteristic feature.
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Figure 3 represents the cross section of the material containing TEX6. The correspond-
ing EDXS maps of the elements are also given. The cross section observes a uniform
distribution of all the constituents. It should also be noted that the distribution of TEX6 is
throughout the bulk, as evidenced by the uniform distribution of C and N in respective
element maps. Due to this, it is quite difficult to exactly locate the TEX6 constituent in the
SEM–BED image of the material containing TEX6 in Figure 3. Similar observations were
also recorded for materials containing graphite. The distribution of the constituents was
highly uniform in the microstructure.
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the constituents are also shown.

3.2. Friction and Wear Behavior

Figure 4 depicts the typical friction traces of materials under study. In the case of
the specimen containing graphite (Figure 4a), the friction trace observes considerable
fluctuations, achieving a mean value close to 0.51. For material containing TEX6, Figure 4b,
the friction trace observed an initial run-in up to approximately 3000 s, during which
friction initially decreased and then increased to reach a steady-state value close to 0.42.
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The TEX6-containing sample demonstrated a steady-state CoF trace, much better than the
graphite-containing specimens, with minimal fluctuations.
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Figure 5 shows the comparison of friction coefficient (CoF, Figure 5a) and pin wear
magnitude (Figure 5b) of friction composites containing graphite and TEX6. When the
CoF magnitudes are compared, the graphite-containing samples have a higher average
CoF magnitude, 0.51. On the other hand, the samples containing TEX6 demonstrate an
appreciably lower average CoF magnitude, 0.42, when compared to graphite-containing
samples. Through the plot, it can be noted that the scatter in the data is higher for the
graphite-containing specimens when compared to the TEX6-filled samples.
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Figure 5. Comparison of (a) CoF magnitude; (b) specific wear coefficient magnitude of the pins
containing graphite and TEX6.

Figure 5b shows the comparison of pin wear of both samples. Higher pin wear
was observed for graphite-containing samples, reaching the specific wear coefficient of
3.93 × 10−14 m2/N. This wear magnitude can be categorized into a ‘mild-to-severe’ wear
regimen. Alternatively, TEX6-containing samples showed much lower wear, with a specific
wear coefficient at the level of 2.15 × 10−14 m2/N. This wear magnitude falls in the category
of ‘mild’ wear regimen. Again, the scatter in the data of Ka for the graphite-containing
specimens is higher than for the TEX6 specimens.
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3.3. Analysis of Worn Pin Surfaces and Cross Sections

Figure 6 shows the worn top view images of pins containing graphite and TEX6. The
corresponding EDXS maps are also reported to understand the distribution of the alloying
elements on the friction surface. The white-colored/shiny regions on the worn top surface
correspond to the steel fibers (as seen from the Fe maps). It is widely known that steel fibers
form primary contact plateaus and aid and assist in the formation of the secondary contact
plateaus. The secondary plateaus for the pins with graphite are deposited in the vicinity of
the steel fibers. They are grey in color, well-compacted, and appear as smooth islands. As
seen from the EDXS maps, the secondary plateaus predominantly contain Fe. An overlap
in the Fe and O maps shows that the Fe in these plateaus is oxidized. When comparing
both materials under this study, it is seen that in TEX6-containing samples fewer steel fibers
are visible. In addition, the secondary plateaus are extremely smooth, compact, and highly
extended. As in the graphite-containing materials, the secondary plateau is made of Fe
oxides (evident from the overlapping of Fe and O maps). This observation was validated
by the point analyses of the secondary plateaus in Table 2. An interesting aspect in this
analysis is that the marker element N (which shows the presence of TEX6) was detected
not only in the vicinity of the secondary plateaus (as seen in the N maps of Figure 6), but
also intermixed inside the secondary plateaus (as seen in the EDXS analysis in Table 2).
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Table 2. Point analyses of the secondary plateau on the worn top surfaces of specimens.

Elements

Composition with Graphite Composition with TEX6

Point Analyses of Secondary Plateau
(Surface)

Point Analyses of Secondary Plateau
(Surface)

C 8 ± 1 11 ± 0.6
N 0 ± 0 2.06 ± 0.4
Fe 51 ± 5 46 ± 4
O 33 ± 4 31 ± 1.5
Al 3.5 ± 2 6 ± 1
S 1.2 ± 0.3 0.64 ± 0.09

Ca 0.93 ± 0.18 1.1 ± 0.19
Ba 3 ± 0.9 2.36 ± 0.34

To further understand and compare the steel fiber and secondary plateau coverage
in the case of both composites, a basic estimation of area was conducted on the worn top
surfaces. Figure 7 shows an example of the surfaces analyzed using the ImageJ open-
source software, and Table 3 provides the corresponding estimation of area. For graphite-
containing specimens, as seen in both Figures 6 and 7, a dominant presence of the steel
fibers is clearly observed. Regarding the secondary plateaus, it was observed that their
coverage of the friction surface for TEX6-filled specimens was higher when compared to
the graphite-filled samples.

Table 3. ImageJ analyses of primary and secondary plateau coverage in pins with graphite and TEX6
(from Figure 7).

Pins Percentage Coverage
Steel Fiber (%)

Percentage Coverage
Secondary Plateau (%)

With Graphite 13 ± 4 23 ± 5
With TEX6 5 ± 2 40 ± 3.5

Figure 8 shows the cross section of the worn samples. As seen from the element
composition obtained by point EDXS analyses (some of the analysis points shown by white
circles) and presented in Table 4 as average values, the friction layers of both the specimens
are predominantly composed of Fe oxides (similar to Table 2 and Figure 6). Figure 8a shows
the friction layer cross sections characteristics of the graphite-filled specimen. The friction
layer is marked by the arrows, and in this case, the extension of the friction layer is quite
limited. Another important feature is the powdery and uncompact nature of the deposited
friction layer. Alternatively, Figure 8b represents the friction layer characteristics from
the cross section of the TEX6-filled specimen. From Figure 8b, it can be noticed that the
friction layer is highly compact, smooth, and continuous, without the presence of powdery
particles, as seen in Figure 8a for graphite-containing samples.
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Figure 8. Cross section friction layer analyses at different locations (a) graphite-containing specimens;
(b) TEX6-filled specimens. Please note the lower magnitude in (b) is to show the extension of the
friction layer better.

Table 4. Point analyses of the friction layer from the cross section of specimens.

Elements

Composition with Graphite Composition with TEX6

Point Analyses of Friction Layer
(Cross Section)

Point Analyses of Friction Layer
(Cross Section)

C 22 ± 5 12 ± 7
N 0 ± 0 0.78 ± 0.03
Fe 41 ± 3 45 ± 5
O 25 ± 2 29 ± 2
Al 6 ± 0.6 8.5 ± 0.7
Si 0.9 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.7
Ca 0.6 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.2
Ba 4 ± 0.6 4.5 ± 0.7
Mn 0.2 ± 0.1 0 ± 0

To further understand the characteristics of the worn surfaces, the pin surfaces were
subjected to microhardness analyses. The analyses were conducted on both steel fibers and
the secondary plateaus. The results from the steel fibers in the samples containing graphite
and TEX6 were compared with virgin steel fibers. Table 5 presents the corresponding
microhardness measurements.

Table 5. Vickers microhardness measurements of virgin steel fibers, primary and secondary plateaus
of graphite- and TEX6-filled specimens.

Virgin Steel Fiber
(HV0.05)

Steel Fiber in
Graphite Specimen

(HV0.05)

Steel Fiber in TEX6
Specimen
(HV0.05)

Secondary Plateaus in
Graphite Specimen

(HV0.05)

Secondary Plateaus in
TEX6 Specimen

(HV0.05)

201 ± 7 268 ± 31 256 ± 19 47 ± 6 59 ± 6

Figure 9a,b shows the surface of the steel fiber primary contact plateaus in graphite-
containing specimens. The prominent presence of scratches serves as the marks of the
abrasion process on the steel fiber surface. The microhardness of steel fibers as the primary
contact plateaus in the case of graphite containing composites was 268 ± 31 HV0.05,
showing comparatively high strain hardening due to the local large and repeated plastic
deformations. Alternatively, Figure 9c,d shows the steel fiber characteristics of the TEX6-
filled specimen. The absence of deep abrasion, grooving, and scratches in this composite
can be observed. The microhardness values of the primary contact plateaus measured for
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TEX6 containing composites were lower: 256 ± 19 HV0.05. Lastly, Figure 9e,f shows the
back-scattered electron images of secondary contact plateaus, deposited around the steel
fiber, for graphite-(Figure 9e) and TEX6 (Figure 9f)-filled specimens. In the case of graphite-
containing specimens, the presence of small patches/islands of secondary plateaus can
be seen. To a great extent, these secondary contact plateaus are not well-compacted and
are powdery in nature. For TEX6 specimens, a large extension of deposited secondary
contact plateaus can be seen around the steel fiber. In the case of TEX6-containing samples,
the predominant presence of large areas of compacted secondary plateaus, smooth and
continuous, can also be observed. The corresponding microhardness value of the secondary
plateaus of TEX6 specimens is higher, reaching 59 ± 6 HV0.05, when compared to graphite-
containing specimens, achieving the value 47 ± 6 HV0.05 (Table 5). This observation
confirms the higher compactness of the secondary plateaus in the worn TEX6 specimens.
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Figure 9. High-magnification images of (a,b) steel fibers on the worn surfaces of graphite-containing
specimens; (c,d) steel fibers on the worn surfaces of TEX6-filled specimens; (e,f) secondary plateaus
deposited on the worn surfaces of graphite and TEX6 specimens, respectively.
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Lastly, the worn pin surfaces were subjected to analyses on a laser scanning confocal
microscope (LSCM) to evaluate the surface roughness. Figure 10a,b shows the images of
the friction surfaces of graphite- and TEX6-containing specimens, respectively, obtained in
light microscopy mode. The corresponding height maps obtained in confocal mode are
shown in Figure 10c,d. The surface of the TEX6-containing sample is smoother, as evident
from the height maps of both samples. The arithmetical mean roughness values (Ra) were
calculated as the average of the Ra obtained in ten profiles perpendicular to the sliding
direction. A significantly lower Ra value was obtained for TEX6 samples when compared
to the graphite specimens.
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3.4. Analysis of Worn Disc Surface

Figure 11 show the worn top view of the discs paired with graphite-(Figure 11a) and
TEX6 (Figure 11b)-containing specimens. In the first case, the counterface is covered with
abrasive scratches. In the second case, the surface is covered by streaks of the grey transfer
layer. This transfer layer is the friction layer, made of both discs (Fe, Mn) and pin (Fe, Al, Ba,
and Ca) constituents. However, as with the pin friction layer, the disc friction layer is also
predominantly made of oxides of Fe, which was revealed through a point EDXS analysis.
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4. Discussion

A summary of the experimental observations for both graphite- and TEX6-containing
samples is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Summary table of the experimental observations for both graphite- and TEX6-containing
specimens.

Study/Characterization Graphite-Containing Samples TEX6-Containing Samples

Distribution of composition in cross
section Well-distributed and densified specimens with both lubricants

Friction coefficient trends and magnitude Fluctuating traces around an average CoF
magnitude of 0.51

Smooth steady-state friction trace, with
CoF magnitude of 0.42

Pin wear
Primary plateaus (steel fibers)

Secondary plateaus (compacted debris)

‘Mild-to-severe’ wear regime
Abrasive scratches, high strain hardening

Lower extension and compactness

‘Mild’ wear regime
Minimal scratches and limited strain
hardening; surface steel fibers largely

covered by the secondary plateau
Higher extension and compactness

Friction layer (cross section) Limited extension, powdery and
uncompact below the surface

Higher extension, highly compacted, and
smooth

Surface roughness of worn pin surfaces High Low
Characteristics of the worn surfaces of

paired discs
High scratches/abrasions without any

transfer on the surface Considerable transfer on the disc surface

Graphite particles are typically used as lubricant additives in commercial friction ma-
terials with optimized formulations. In the present investigation, a simplified formulation
is used with a limited number of ingredients to better understand the individual role of
the lubricant additions. The obtained results, summarized in Table 6, clearly show that
the friction and wear performances of the TEX6-containing material are better than those
displayed by the graphite-containing samples. This means that in our simplified material
formulation, the exfoliated g-C3N4 (TEX6) particles were able to exert a better lubricating
performance than the selected commercial graphite.
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Both graphite and the exfoliated g-C3N4 (TEX6) particles are exceptionally layered
materials with highly preferred layer orientation. The better lubricating performance of
TEX6 relates to its finer structure, which is evident in Figure 2. The ‘fluffy’ particles of
TEX6 easily disintegrate during the friction process to form very fine wear particles, which
actively contribute to the formation of the secondary contact plateaus (as seen in Figure 6).
The presence of a smooth surface of worn TEX6 samples was also demonstrated by the
LSCM analysis in Figure 10b. The friction layers are subjected to large shear stress during
dry sliding. The TEX6 particles in the secondary plateaus can better accommodate the local
strains, favoring the relative motion and subsequent compaction of the wear debris [24].
This hypothesis is in good agreement with the work of Rajan et al. [36], who studied the
effect of graphene (that has a structural similar to the exfoliated g-C3N4 particles) in friction
composites and observed its positive effect on the stabilization of the CoF and the decrease
of wear rate.

A higher hardness of secondary contact plateaus recorded for TEX6-containing com-
posites is a result of better compaction of secondary contact plateaus, resulting in their
improved stability. Consequently, the pin wear for TEX6 pins were much lower than the
graphite-containing pins. Additionally, a smooth evolution of the friction coefficient in the
steady state, without the large fluctuations, was observed for the TEX6 specimen, which
was uncharacteristic of the friction traces in graphite-containing material. From Figure 9b,
for the worn pin surface of the graphite-containing sample, the wear debris was locked
in the formed scratches, originating from the disruption of the neighboring secondary
plateaus [37]. The presence of this lodged wear debris enhanced the abrasive character
of the friction contact, leading to considerable abrasive wear of the paired disc surface
(Figure 11a). The presence of this lodged wear debris (and its subsequent dynamic disen-
gagement) between the interfaces could potentially lead to disruption of the secondary
contact plateaus (low secondary plateau coverage shown in Table 3), fluctuation in the CoF
traces (Figure 4a), higher pin wear, and elevated average CoF (Figure 5). These observations
are also confirmed by the LSCM analysis, which noted high surface roughness of the worn
graphite-containing sample in Figure 10a. The locked wear debris were mainly Fe oxides,
as was observed from the point EDXS analysis.

Through these preliminary studies, the addition of exfoliated g-C3N4 (TEX6) particles
in a basic friction material formulation observed promising results, both in terms of friction
and wear behavior and secondary plateau formation, with respect to the formulation
containing commercial graphite particles. As already mentioned, the selected formulation
was simplified and not optimized. This explains the poor performance obtained with the
addition of the commercial graphite. However, this also highlights the good performance
of the newly developed exfoliated g-C3N4 particles, thereby paving the path for further
testing and analyses.

5. Conclusions

A simplified Cu-free phenolic resin-based friction material composition was subjected
to dry sliding tests on pin-on-disc testing equipment by varying the type of lubricant used
in the material composition. The lubricants tested were graphite and exfoliated g-C3N4
particles (TEX6) prepared by tuned thermal exfoliation of bulk g-C3N4.

• The TEX6-containing specimens showed the presence of a smooth, compact, and
extended secondary plateau on the worn surfaces. This was verified by the high micro-
hardness of the secondary plateaus. This property was attributed to the TEX6 particle
structure. Due to its inherent ‘fluffy’ nature, the TEX6 particles could disintegrate
easily into fine wear particles, contributing to the formation of a robust secondary
plateau. The presence of a stable and high-quality secondary contact plateau led to
the reduction in the pin wear of TEX6 specimens. Observed lubricating properties of
the exfoliated g-C3N4 (TEX6) differs in comparison to bulk g-C3N4, which shows a
mildly abrasive character when added to commercial friction material, as observed by
Matějka et al. [38].
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• The steel fibers on the worn graphite-containing specimens observed scratches, which
had wear debris lodged in them. A consequent interaction with this wear debris caused
abrasion/scratches on the disc surface [6,37]. A subsequent potential detachment
of this debris and its interaction with the mating surfaces led to instability in CoF,
high pin wear, and a discontinuous and powdery secondary contact plateau [3,4].
Alternatively, the TEX6-containing sample did not observe any scratches on the steel
fiber surfaces, promoting low pin wear, stable and low CoF, and higher extension
of the friction layer both on the pin and disc surfaces—typical characteristics of
lubricants [5,17,20,25,30,35].

• The initial testing of TEX6 in a basic friction material composition demonstrated its
potential functionality as a lubricant, pending further study and analysis through
specific dynamometric bench tests to obtain additional data regarding its suitability in
the formulation of Cu-free brake pads.
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